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• National Contact Point for Cluster
5 «Climate, energy and mobility» Horizon Europe
• National Contact Point for
Societal Challenge 4 «Smart,
green and integrated transport» &
Societal Challenge 5 «Climate
action, environment, resource
efficiency and raw materials» Horizon 2020

Presentation breakdown
• Who are the Horizon Europe Cluster 5 National
Contact Points (HE CL5 NCPs)?
• NCPs’ suggestions for a good proposal
preparation
• Online resources: the NCP Portal

Who are the Horizon
Europe Cluster 5
National Contact
Points?

The role of the HORIZON EUROPE National Contact
Points (NCPs) 1/2
• NCPs provide guidance, practical information and
assistance on all aspects of participation in Horizon Europe.
• NCPs are national structures established by governments of
the 27 EU member states, the countries associated to the
framework programme, as well as many non-EU and nonassociated countries ("third countries").
• NCPs give personalised support on the spot and in
applicants' own languages.
• NCPs are bound to the Minimum standards and Guiding
principles set by the European Commission
Confidentiality!

The role of the HORIZON EUROPE National Contact
Points (NCPs) 2/2
• NCPs operating nationally
form an essential
component of Horizon
Europe implementation.
• They have a key role in
delivering the
programme’s objectives
and impacts ensuring that
the new programme
becomes known and
readily accessible to all
potential applicants.

What services do HE NCPs provide?
• Disseminating and raising
awareness about HE funding
opportunities
• Assisting stakeholders in
understanding HE main features,
novelties and policy drivers
• Providing guidance and training
on HE proposal preparation, rules,
the Work Programme and the
topic text
• Supporting partner search and
consortia building
• Supporting proposal preparation
(e.g., proposal pre-screening*)

*depending on each country and NCP system

Are HE CL5 NCPs somehow organised at the
European level?
• In HE, just like in H2020, NCPs are organized in
networks according to the theme they cover.
• CL5 NCPs network is currently under preparation.

NCPs’ suggestions
for a good proposal
preparation

The whole picture

NCP guidance

European
policies

Key Strategic Orientations
Impact Areas
Expected Impacts

The Green Deal
The Clean energy strategy,
The Strategic Energy Technology Plan ,
The Strategic Transport R&I Agenda
The Circular Economy Action Plan

Strategic
Plan
(20212024)

Work
Programm
e (20212022)

Proposal

Destinations
R&I Topics
Expected Outcomes

The process
FIND
who is the NCP responsible for your area of interest

READ
Carefully the Work Programme, the topic and all the
related documents and discuss them with your NCP

UNDERSTAND
The policy drivers

BUILD
The project concept and the best consortium

WRITE
the proposal carefully, clearly and as detailed as
possible

Find the contacts of your CL5 National Contact Points
on the Funding and Tender Opportunities Portal

Read the Work Programme, the topic exc.
The Work Programme (WP) is
• a document downloadable
from the European
Commission Funding and
Tender Opportunities Portal:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/fun
dingtenders/opportunities/portal/s
creen/how-toparticipate/referencedocuments;programCode=H
ORIZON
• Including all the calls for
proposals open in a given
time [the current WP covers
2021-22]

Read the Work Programme, the topic exc.

Destinations are groups of Calls for proposals
Calls for proposals are groups of Topics

Read the Work Programme, the topic exc.

Topic title

Type of Action
Specifies what kind of actvities are to be performed
Expected outcomes
specifies the positive effects generated by the actions
Scope
specifies the focus and the boundaries of the potential
action

Understand the policy drivers
• Cluster 5 “Climate, energy and mobility”
aims to fight climate change by better
understanding its causes, evolution, risks,
impacts and opportunities, and by making
the energy and transport sectors climate
neutral, environment-friendly, efficient,
competitive, smarter, safer, resilient and
useful for citizens and society.
• R&I activities under CL5 will contribute to the
objectives of the European Green
Deal related to the Climate Pact, the Clean
energy strategy, the Strategic Energy
Technology (SET) Plan , the Strategic
Transport Research and Innovation Agenda
(STRIA), European Circular Economy Action
Plan

Intervention Areas

Climate sciences and
solutions
Energy systems and grids
Energy supply
Builddings and industrial
facilities in energy
transitions
Energy storage
Communities and cities
Smart mobility
Clean, safe and accessible
transport and mobility

Transition to a climate-neutral resilient society and economy enabled
through climate science, pathways and responses to climate change
(mitigation and adaptation) and behavioural transformations.

1

Climate sciences and responses for the
transformation towards climate neutrality

Transition of the energy and transport sectors towards climate neutrality
facilitated by innovative crosscutting solutions.

2

Cross-sectoral solutions for the climate
transition

More efficient, clean, sustainable, secure and competitive energy supply
through new solutions for smart grids and energy systems based on
more performant renewable energy solutions.

3

Sustainable, secure and competitive energy
supply

Efficient and sustainable use of energy, accessible for all is ensured
through a clean energy system and a just transition.

4

Efficient, sustainable and inclusive energy
use

5

Clean and competitive solutions for all
transport modes

6

Safe, Resilient Transport and Smart Mobility
services for passengers and goods

Towards climate-neutral mobility through clean solutions across all
transport modes while increasing global competitiveness of the EU
transport sector.
Safe, seamless, smart, inclusive, resilient, climate neutral and sustainable
mobility systems for people and goods thanks to user-centric
technologies and services including digital technologies and advanced
satellite navigation services.

All actions funded under CL5 destinations must help to deliver the respective main impacts.

DESTINATIONS

IMPACTS

Understand the policy drivers

Build the best consortium
• know the rules (minimum conditions are not – always enough!)
• choose partners carefully and clarify everyone’s role
• Consider experience and complementarity
• You can start locally, but always broaden your
consortium in order to include an international
dimension
• Explain why your consortium is the best (balance vs
value chain)
• The coordinator is generally responsible for the overall
planning of the proposal and for building up the
consortium that will do the work.
• If you are a coordinator, be patient, inclusive and
democratic but you take the final decisions

Write the proposal
Proposal template – Part B

Write the proposal
1. Excellence

1.1 Objectives and Ambition
1.2 Methodology

The What – Concept
What is the project about?

2. Impact

2.1 Project’s pathways towards impact
2.2 Measures to maximise impact - Dissemination, exploitation
and communication
2.3 Summary

The Impact – Value
What is the value of the project?

3. Implementation

3.1 Work plan and resources
3.2 Capacity of participants and consortium as a whole

The How – Execution
How to meet the project objectives?

Write the proposal
Make sure that your proposed work is within the scope of the work
programme topic of your choice
Demonstrate that your idea is ambitious and goes beyond the state of the art
Take into account interdisciplinary, gender dimension and open science
practices in your scientific methodology. Respect the “no significant harm”
criterion: Your research must not significantly harm the environment
Show how your project could contribute to the outcomes and impacts
described in the work programme (the pathway to impact)
Describe the planned measures to maximise the impact of your project
(‘plan for the dissemination and exploitation including communication
activities’)
Demonstrate the quality of your work plan, resources and participants

Online resources

The Horizon Europe Portal
https://www.horizoneuropencpportal.eu
A single-entry point to what

NCPs have to offer to
potential participants in HE
... a coherent &
collaborative frame for the
whole NCP community,
…that complements the
official info from the

Funding & Tender Portal
and the EC websites.

@HE_NCP_Portal

What is there in the Horizon Europe NCP Portal?
https://www.horizoneuropencpportal.eu
ACADEMY: Relevant training for NCPs
and/or participants (organized by the EC

or NCPs) + ad hoc e-leaning platform.
STAGE: Key events about HE for
participants (organized by the EC or

NCPs).
STORE: Tools and services useful for

participants in HE (developed by NCPs).
NCP CORNER: Tools and workshops
targeting NCPs (organized by the EC or
NCPs).

@HE_NCP_Portal

How can I search for relevant content?
https://www.horizoneuropencpportal.eu
4 entry doors

Open text
NCP or
participants

Theme (based
on HE structure)
NCP network
owner (based
on NCP
functions)

@HE_NCP_Portal

Is there already any useful tool in the Portal?
https://www.horizoneuropencpportal.eu

Access the STORE
Select the tool

Download it
(i.e. business glossary, HE
glossary and PS guide)
or Access it online (i.e.
the topic tree).

@HE_NCP_Portal

Please, go to www.slido.com with the code

555251
If you have questions
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